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HP Information Security Management

Overview
HP Information Security Management (ISM) services deliver a
comprehensive approach to managing security policies and processes,
helping clients make informed security decisions and minimize risks.
Many enterprises are struggling to maintain a clear view of operations
and overall risk posture as security solutions and services are embedded
into every aspect of day-to-day activities. The HP ISM solution
consolidates compliance information across operational IT services,
suppliers and infrastructure to simplify information security management.
In conjunction with HP Labs, HP ISM combines HP intellectual property
and a multisupplier model to facilitate the strategic security decision
process. HP ISM incorporates advanced modeling techniques that drive
rigorous, tested security strategies to improve a client’s overall security
position.
HP ISM leverages HP Secure Boardroom, which provides a
comprehensive view of the overall security environment as well as details
of specific security controls. HP Secure Boardroom is an online portal that
delivers insight into security solutions and services supporting the
organization. Security executives and chief information officers have
instant access to the information they need to develop effective enterprise
security strategies aligned to reducing risk.
HP ISM also delivers a range of security management services, including
Governance, Risk and Compliance Management, and Security Analytics,
to support the development, implementation and maintenance of a
transparent security infrastructure.
Availability
HP ISM is available worldwide today.
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